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ssertive Community Treatment (ACT)
is a team-based, mobile, high contact
model of mental health service
delivery for people with disability and high
risk of relapse. Typical interventions by ACT
teams include delivery of medications,
monitoring mental state, intensive work on
everyday living skills, response to crises,
assistance with stable accommodations, and
facilitation of access to other community
supports and clinical services. Case managers
in standard care perform broadly similar roles
but at much lower levels of intensity and with
higher caseloads. Standard case management
relies more on the initiative and active
collaboration of the client whereas ACT as the
name implies, empowers the clinician to
engage clients who are ambivalent about or
even resistant to services.

Shortcomings of ACT

The early success of ACT, especially in reducing
the need for frequent re-admission to hospital
was well researched and documented, resulting
in widespread dissemination and implementation
of the model as an evidence-based treatment
program.1 Meta-analyses of studies that have
compared ACT with standard care have
indicated that ACT is associated with reduced
hospital use, high consumer satisfaction and
probably with improved social and clinical
outcomes. ACT has been recognized, as an
evidence-based service response to severe
mental illness, by public health authorities in
the US. The model has had the enthusiastic
support both of influential advocacy groups
and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration (SAMHSA).
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While the ACT model has played an important
role in the transition from institutional to
community-based care of people with major
mental illness, it does have some shortcomings
and it is time to reconsider its role in contemporary
mental health services. The shortcomings may be
summarized as follows:
•

•

•

ACT is an expensive model of communitybased treatment, largely due to a low staffclient ratio (usually 1:8-10)
ACT is probably only cost-effective if clients
would otherwise receive 50 or more days
each year of inpatient treatment2 – while
extended periods of inpatient treatment were
not unusual when ACT was introduced,
current admission and discharge practices
make cost effectiveness more difficult to
achieve.
Recent evidence3,4,5 suggests that ACT may
not result in substantially better clinical or
social client outcomes than standard care.
This is probably because standard care is
more effective than was the case when ACT
was first introduced, partly because some
ACT practices have been introduced to
standard care.
ACT is more coercive than standard care in
that it clients are often subjected to psychological
pressure to comply with medication regimes
and to accept home visits and sometimes
other interventions. It tends to operate with
in a traditional medical and disability model
rather than the more contemporary recovery
and strengths model.

Proponents of ACT have acknowledged some of
these shortcomings and have attempted to
address them.5,6,7 Strengthening and updating the

model has taken two forms; 1.) focus on fidelity in
delivery and 2.) strengthening the standards to reflect
current recovery focus.
Strengthening ACT through increased fidelity
Focusing on fidelity is designed to ensure that ACT is
delivered in accordance with published standards.
However, it is by no means clear that having a fidelity
focus will solve the problems that ACT is facing. First, it
is not clear which components of ACT are vital to its
success. The published standards do not have a strong
empirical foundation and greater enforcement of
standards may not improve service outcomes. One major
study that reported no impact of ACT, compared with
usual care, found that fidelity was acceptable.8 Second,
high fidelity may be difficult to sustain in real-world
service environments. A program that initially meets
certification standards may fall below them at various
times because of availability of staff or changes in the
funding environment. A model that is dependent on
sustained high fidelity may not be robust enough for
routine application in clinical environments.9

non-government service environment in the US varies in
distribution and quality. However, decisions concerning
the initiation or continuation of ACT teams should take into
account the characteristics of the community and its services
and not just the characteristics of clients.
Future research should give consideration to the
development of a stronger evidence base for fidelity
components, to more sophisticated modeling of costbenefit and to the investigation of recovery and
strengths-based service delivery approaches.
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